
Vintage Vibe Single Damper Installation 
Thank you for purchasing Vintage Vibe modified single dampers designed for Fender Rhodes and Vintage 
Vibe pianos. We designed these dampers to alleviate common issues such as weakness, which causes after 
ring of notes and leads to flopping of the damper after the bridle strap point which can cause double 
striking. In short our new damper will bring clarity to your action. 
 

Kit Includes: 
73 Kit (15 bass 43 mid and 15 treble) 
88 Kit(23 bass 43 mid 22 treble) 

 

1. Start by giving the dampers a reverse bend. This adds tension to the damper ensuring proper form and 
strength. By using a quart can start with one damper at a time. By holding the screw hole end of the 
damper with one finger against the can with tong facing out you have your hand placement.  

2. Next bend half way around can by utilizing one finger and slide across damper until you reach the 
perforated form of the damper point. (See Figure 01) No need to exceed beyond this point as that will 
affect form and function. Our goal is to just add a reverse tension to the flat part of the spring leaf 
damper. You will notice a slight reverse arch in the damper, this is what you are looking to achieve.    

3. Next form tong slightly, you will want to open or pry the tong slightly open enough to slide the bridle 
strap on with ease. Warning by over extending this tong you can easily break it off. 

4. Next install the dampers onto the bridle straps before installing them onto the action rail. It is much 
easier to install dampers while they are loose as opposed to being screwed down onto action rail. Lay 
them neatly next to each hammer and move onto the next. 

5. Next you will install dampers onto your action rail.  Start with first or last key and work your way 
down. Screw down damper snugly aligned with your hammer but not too tight.  By raising your 
hammer up to the end of the damper you can check alignment. You will need to adjust them left or 
right once harp is installed back onto piano. 

6. Add Goop clear glue to end of damper arms and then add damper felt. Let dry for a few hours 
7. Install harp back on and make your small adjustments so your dampers are centered on your tines. 

Once you have ensured center, take a bead of glue and go across the back of dampers down by where 
you screwed the dampers to action rail. This will ensure they do not drift. 

                  
                      Figure 01 


